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Abstract— In this work, we propose a novel method for hand
guidance, combining grasping metaphor and wearable haptics.
To guide the hand towards the desired orientation, the system
generates vibrations exploiting the grasp theory, asking the user
to align the perceived wrench with the gravity. To evaluate the
system and demonstrate its potentiality, different vibrotactile
feedback approaches have been tested. Both constant and errordepending vibration intensities were considered as feedback
methods. Experimental results confirmed the capability of the
proposed approach in guiding the hand of the users towards
target orientations in a limited time with high accuracy. Users’
experience feedback, supported by the statistical analysis of
the data, shows that providing information about the actual
orientation error is crucial to accomplish the task in minor
time.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Haptic devices capable of providing cutaneous stimuli
have recently gained attention in the haptics and robotics
research fields. Several researchers have developed and exploited such technologies in contexts like teleoperation and
navigation, demonstrating how promising they are. As a
matter of fact, cutaneous feedback not only is able to enhance
the potentiality of augmented reality [1], but also provides
an effective way to simplify the device design, allowing to
reduce the form factor to make them more wearable and
lightweight [2]. In addition to tasks involving cutaneous
sensation, wearable haptics is widely used for navigation and
body guidance purposes. In [3] and [4] authors have already
documented the efficiency of suggesting both cadence and
directions during the walk, while in [5] the potentiality of
haptics in guiding a part of the body is demonstrated. In
fact, thanks to its versatility, cutaneous stimulation can be
useful for a wide range of applications. Examples include
training [6], motor skills teaching tasks [7], teleoperation [8],
and virtual reality [9], [10]. Moreover, the valid alternative
that haptic feedback can offer to visual or audio signals
should not be underestimated. Not always those sensory
channels are available, indeed they could be overloaded or
unusable due to task requirements, environmental factors,
vision or hearing impairments. This can be experienced in
circumstances as surgeons requiring fine-grained guidance
for complex maneuvers [11], rescuers needing suggestions
in rooms with poor visibility due to smoke or dust [12],
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Fig. 1: Haptic hand guidance using vibrations in a demonstrative Virtual Reality scenario. The user wears the haptic
thimbles and orients the hand following the cues displayed at
the user’s finger pulps. The fingertips and the palm positions
are tracked by a Leap Motion device placed on the table.

operators desiring to know in advance the best way to
approach a tool.
As far as it concerns position and orientation of the
human hand, many studies have been conducted on hand
guidance by means of wearable haptic devices. In this aim,
pseudo-attraction force [13], torque stimulus [14], shapechanging effect [15], skin stretch [16], and vibrations [5]
are the most widespread haptic technologies. The majority
of the aforementioned methods mainly rely on hand-held
devices or make use of cues displayed in other body parts
(e.g., wrist, arm, forearms, etc.). As an example, in [13]
the user experiences a kinesthetic illusion characterized by
the sensation of being continuously pushed or pulled by the
device. Similarly, Walker et al. in [14] exploit ungrounded
haptic feedback by spinning and rotating flywheels. This
produces a moment pulse proportional to the spin and to
the rotation speed. In [15] the authors designed a shapechanging hand-held device to provide pedestrian navigation
instructions. The device resembled a cube with an upper
half that rotates and translates with respect to the bottom
half. The pose corresponds to heading and proximity to
the target. Furthermore, another group of cutaneous devices
providing orientation information takes advantage of skin
stretch stimuli. These devices exploit the high sensitivity of
human skin to tangential stretches, providing the human user
with rich directional information. For instance, Chinello et

al. in [16] present a portable unobtrusive device for the
forearm that can generate independent skin stretch stimuli
encoding different hand orientation patterns. In addition to
the foregoing techniques, there is an increasing interest in vibrotactile cutaneous feedback. The compact and lightweight
form factor of eccentric mass motors has, in fact, empowered
researchers to design highly wearable vibrotactile interfaces.
For example, Aggravi et al. in [5] describe a possible solution
to let a robot guide the position of a human operator’s hand
by using a vibrotactile armband. In [17] the authors use two
vibrotactile motors (placed either on the palm or on the back
of the hand) to suggest directional information.
The main novelty introduced in this paper is a guidance
approach implementing the paradigm “what you feel what
you do”. Indeed, the purpose of the interface metaphor is to
give the user instantaneous knowledge about how to interact
with the interface, provided that it is designed to be similar to
physical entities [18]. We take advantage of haptic thimbles
with a single vibro-motor. The idea is to use a combination of
vibrations to suggest human hand motion. To guide the hand
towards a desired orientation, the system exploits the illusion
of grasping a virtual object. The user has to orient the wrench
generated by the object weight until it is aligned with the
gravity (Figure 1). The use of vibrations for force rendering
and interaction with virtual objects has already been studied
and tested [19].
The proposed framework has been evaluated with eight
subjects evaluating two different guidance policies. In the
former the intensity of the motor vibration remained constant, whereas in the latter the intensity of the vibration
was regulated in accordance with the orientation error. To
prove the reliability and accuracy of guiding on the basis of
vibrating thimbles, we use a high precision external camerabased tracking system. To the best of our knowledge, this
represents the first attempt to guide the human hand using
wearable haptic thimbles and grasping metaphor.
II. H APTIC G UIDANCE S YSTEM
In the previous section, we introduced the problem and
briefly outlined and discussed the state of the art. In what
follows we describe the novelty of our system and its
implementation.
A. System description
With the aim to provide the user with an immediate
knowledge on how to interact with the proposed system,
the guidance policy here described implements an interface
metaphor based on the way humans grasp objects. To begin
with, it is useful to briefly review some notion mentioned
here. By definition, a wrench w is a combination of a couple
with a force along its axis. Moreover, we will refer to the
forces applied at the contact points as contact forces F.
For the purposes of the developed method, unless otherwise
specified, following wrenches will be expressed with respect
to the object reference frame, while each contact force will
be expressed with respect to the correspondent contact point
reference frame. An object grasped with k contacts points is
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Fig. 2: Users are tasked to rotate the hand aligning the
wrench w̄ generated by the virtual object (red dashed circle)
with the gravity g. The contact points position (b) is estimated using a high precision tracking system. We tested two
situations in which three and four contact points are involved
in the grasp. For each scenario, four different modalities
were evaluated: i) contact force and variable intensity (F+V);
ii) normal contact force component and variable intensity
(F⊥ +V); iii) contact force and constant intensity (F+C);
iv) normal contact force component and constant intensity
(F⊥ +C).

in equilibrium when the sum of the forces applied to is zero,
i.e.,
k
X
O
Fi + w = 0
i=1
O

where Fi is the i-th contact force expressed in object
reference frame. Moreover, the force and moment balance
for the object can be described by the equation
w = −Gλ,

w ∈ Rn , λ ∈ Rm , G ∈ Rn×m

(1)

where n = 6 for the general three dimensional case, λ is the
contact force vector with m = 3k for k contact points, G is
the grasp matrix. The interested reader is referred to [20].
The innovative technique here presented is thought to
guide the orientation of the hand by taking advantage of a
wrench representing the weight of an ideal object seized by
the user, as depicted in Figure 2a. Following the grasping
metaphor, the mental connection between the two forces
suggests that the target orientation is reached once the
perceived wrench is aligned to the gravity. Since a real object
generates forces on the contact points, to induce the same
perception it is necessary to know how to generate equivalent
contact forces.
As starting point, the actual posture of the user’s hand
is associated with k contact points (C1 , C2 , ..., Ck ∈ R3 )
(Figure 2b). Once the identification is done, it is possible to
apply an external force to the virtual object inscribed within

the contact points and ask the subject to align this force with
the gravity. With this aim, it is necessary to define the object
center of gravity O as
Pk
Cj,i
, O ∈ R3 .
Oj = i=1
k
Once the object reference frame ΣO is set, each contact point
reference frame Σi , i = 1, ..., k, can be defined with the
yi axis on the direction of the vector OCi and the xi axis
on the direction of the cross-product of the latter and the yO
axis. The rotation matrices describing the orientation of each
Σi with respect to ΣO can be expressed by the Rodrigues’
Formula as
Ri = I + (sinθi )Ki + (1 − cosθi )K2i ,

i = 1, ..., k

where θi is the angle between yO and yi , and Ki is the crossproduct matrix for the unit vector xi . Thus, the grasp matrix
G can be modeled as
i
h
G = GT1 GT2 ... GTk , GT ∈ R6k×6
being

I3×3
GTi = Ri 
0

−Si
I3×3


,

GTi ∈ R6×6

where Si is the cross-product matrix of the vector Ci O.
As a result, it is possible to map the object twist into the
contact frames,
w = −G̃λ
where
G̃T = HGT ,
h
iT
w = fOx fOy fOz mOx mOy mOz ∈ R6 ,
iT
h
λ = λ1 λ2 ... λk ∈ R3k ,
and
h

λi = Hi fix fiy fiz mix miy miz

iT

∈ R3 .

Accordingly with [20], we assumed a hard-finger (HF)
contact model for each point, thus the selection matrix H
can be defined as

Algorithm 1
Input: C1 , C2 , ..., Ck ∈ R3 w̄ ∈ R6×1
Output: mi i = 1, ..., k
O=

Pk

i=1

Ci

k

for i = 1, ..., k do
yi = OCi
xi = yi × yO
zi = y i × x i
Ri = I + (sinθi )Ki + (1 − cosθi )K2i


I
−S
3×3
i

GTi = Ri 
03×3 I3×3
end for
i
h
G = GT1 ...GTk
G̃T = HGT
λ̄ = −G̃† w̄ + N (G̃)ξ
if yi · w̄ ≤ 0 then
λdesi = λi
else
λdesi , = [0 0 0]T
end if
GetBestSolution min ||λdes − λ̄||
ξ
s.t.:
λ̄ix ≥ 0, λ̄iy , ≥ 0, λ̄iy ≥ 0
λ∗ =

i = 1, ..., k

λ+N (G̃)ξ
||λ+N (G̃)ξ||

for i = 1, ..., k do
if Feedback = F⊥ then
mi = λ∗iy
else if Feedback = F then
mi = ||λ∗i ||
end if
if Mode = C then
m
mi = f ( ||m||
)
if Mode = V then
m
)
mi = α · f ( ||m||
end if
end for

H = Blockdiag(H1 , ..., Hk ) ∈ R3k×6k
with

that implies
h
Hi = I3×3

i

03×3 ∈ R

3×6

.

Since the grasp here modeled is virtual, as starting condition
it can be assumed that the object is at the static force
equilibrium condition. It follows that it is possible to apply
an external wrench w̄ to the object and compute the contact
force components λ̄ that are transmitted through the contact
points to maintain the equilibrium. Starting from (1), we
obtain
w̄ + G̃λ̄ = 0

λ̄ = −G̃† w̄ + N(G̃)ξ
where G̃† is the pseudoinverse of the matrix G̃, N(G̃)
indicates a matrix whose columns form a basis for N (G̃)1
while ξ is a vector chosen to optimize λ̄, as detailed below.
Indeed, since λ̄ is mapped in the vibration motors placed at
the contact points, it is not desirable to have values λ̄i < 0.
Therefore, the term N(G̃)ξ can be used to manipulate λ̄ so
that the information the subject can retrieve from the haptic
1 N (A)

indicates the null space of matrix A.

feedback is maximized, i.e. λ̄i > 0 ∀i. To this goal, all the
contact points that can apply a positive force are selected as
relevant, considering
(
T
1 if [w̄1 w̄2 w̄3 ] · OCi ≤ 0
Ci =
0 otherwise.
It is worth pointing out that by definition of the object’s
center of gravity, there is no case in which all the Ci are 0.
To define the desired haptic feedback, firstly, the vector
λdes ∈ R3k is composed as follows:
λdesi = Ci λ̄i
and secondly, it is normalized. The optimal solution ξ ∗ ,
chosen in accordance with [21], is the one that minimizes
the difference between λdes and λ̄, i.e.,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: The vibrotactile cutaneous thimble. A vibromotor (A)
is enclosed on a 3D printed thimble (B). A Velcro R belt (C)
enables the user to easily fasten the device on the finger. The
total weight of the thimble is 3.02 g.

III. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
min
ξ

s.t.

||λdes − λ̄(ξ)||
h
iT
λ̄(ξ)i = f̄ix f̄iy f̄iz ≥ 0.

(2)

Although it is implicit in the current formulation, we
stress that the problem (2) is a Quadratic Programming
(QP) problem, under the condition N T (G) · N(G) is positive
semi-definite. QP is a class of convex problems for which
several efficient algorithms exist in literature making possible to solve them online with a contained computational
burden [22].
Consequently, the optimal set of contact forces results
λ̄∗ = −G̃† w̄ + N(G̃)ξ ∗ .
The computed λ¯∗ is the vector used to drive the motors.
Two policies were tested within this work:
1) the intensity of the motors depends on the norm of the
contact force (F);
2) the intensity of the motors is related only to the normal
component of each contact force (F⊥ ).
Each approach was tested in a twofold manners: adjusting
the intensity of the motor on the basis of the orientation error
and maintaining it constant till the goal is reached.
B. Hardware Implementation
To suggest the hand orientation, we provide vibrotactile
stimuli via haptic thimbles. The system consists of four
thimbles, an Arduino Pro-mini 3.3V, a 3.7V Li-Po battery,
and a RN-42 Bluetooth antenna. Each thimble is made by
ABS and contains a small coin-factor eccentric mass motor
(Precision Microdrives Model 310-103 [23]). The electronic
components and the battery are embedded into a 3D printed
case. The Bluetooth baudrate for the communication is
115200 bps. Motors are controlled using the PWN output
pins, where the maximum voltage (3.3 V) corresponds to
a PWM value of 255, whereas the minimum of 0.9 V
corresponds to 70. In Figure 3 a thimble and an user wearing
it are depicted.

In this section we describe the experimental validation
conducted to assess the capability of the system in guiding
the hand. The two feedback strategies (F and F⊥ ) described
in Section II have been tested exploiting two different
modalities. In the first case, the system was set up to stop
the vibration only once the desired orientation was reached
and maintained for at least 0.5 s. In the latter, the intensity
of vibration was modulated proportionally to the orientation
error. We refer to them as constant intensity (C) and varying
intensity (V), respectively.
To evaluate the real capability of the system in guiding the
users’ hand, an experimental validation has been conducted
on 8 subjects (2 females and 6 males, aged between 23
and 54). All subjects were right-handed. Six subjects had
no experience with vibrotactile interfaces and haptics, one
subject had limited experience and one subject had extensive
experience. None of them reported any known deficiencies in
perception abilities or physical impairments. An introduction
of the experiment and training for the system handling
was given to each participant. Subjects were asked to sign
informed consent documents and were able to discontinue
participation at any time. The experimental evaluation protocol followed the Declaration of Helsinki. The total time
of the experiments for each participant did not exceed thirty
minutes.
A set of 12 wrenches were pseudo-randomly generated in
order to have 5 wrenches involving single motor vibration
and 7 wrenches resulting in a combination of multiple
motors. The 8 participants, randomly labeled from U1 to U8
for convenience, were tasked to orient the hand following
the haptic cueing, i.e., to align the virtual wrench with
the gravity. Even if the system is compatible with multiple
tracking systems, a Vicon system was used as a ground
truth in the experimental validation to track the users’ hand
configuration and to record the time needed to accomplish the
task. Retroreflective markers were positioned on fingertips
and palm as depicted in Figure 2. A familiarization period
of 2 minutes was provided to participants to acquaint them
with the system. To test the users capability in orienting

a virtual object on the basis of the haptic feedback, two
different grasp configurations were proposed. In the first
case, three contact points were positioned on the fingertip
of thumb, index finger, and middle finger. In the second one
a fourth contact point was added and located on the palm,
approximately between the first and second knuckle. Both
configurations were tested using the same wrench set.
Participants to the validation campaign were involved in
both settings. They tested the following feedback-modalities
combinations randomly ordered: contact force and variable
intensity (F+V), normal contact force component and variable intensity (F⊥ +V), contact force and constant intensity
(F+C), normal contact force component and constant intensity (F⊥ +C). For all the trials, a threshold of 3◦ for the axes
alignment was set to discard potential hand tremors [24].
Each attempt lasted maximum 90 s, beyond which the test
was interrupted and 90 was reported as elapsed time. At
the end of each session of trials, a NASA Task Load Index
questionnaire [25] was proposed to the participant, with
the aim of assessing the perceived load in term of Mental
Demand (MD), Temporal Demand (TD), Physical Demand
(PD), Performance (PE), Effort (EF), and Frustration (FR).
This method assesses work load on a 7-point scales. Each of
the six questions has a scale of 21 levels, considering 1 as
“very low” and 21 as “very high”. Results of the survey are
reported in Table III.
A. Constant Vibration Intensity (C)
The purpose of this setup was to evaluate the capability
in orienting the hand when no information about the error is
provided.
As reported in Algorithm 1, the value assumed by each
motor depends only on the computed λ∗ and it remains
constant until the target position is reached. In particular,
in case of F⊥ -policy,
mi = λ∗iy

i = 1, ..., k

(3)
λ∗iy

where mi is the motor reference value, and
is the normal
component associated to the i-th contact point. For what
concerns the F-policy,
mi = ||λ∗i ||

i = 1, ..., k

(4)

λ∗i

i.e. all the three components of
are taken into account for
the i-th contact point. In both cases, the obtained vector may
have non-unitary norm, so that a normalization is needed
m
m=
.
(5)
||m||
Finally, the PWM value of the i-th motor at each time t is
obtained in accordance with [23] as
(
70 + |mi | · 185 if |mi | > 0
mi (t) =
0
otherwise.
The trial ends when the error in orientation remains under
the threshold for at least 0.5 s.
Participants performed the test both modeling the grasping
with three and four contact points. Results and discussion are
reported in the next section.

3 Contact Points

4 contact Points

Modality

F+V

F⊥ +V

F+C

F⊥ +C

F+V

F⊥ +V

F+C

F⊥ +C

Successes

96

96

82

83

96

96

83

81

Failures

0

0

14

13

0

0

13

15

100%

100%

85%

86%

100%

100%

86%

84%

Rate of
success

TABLE I: Number of successfully accomplished tasks. A
targeted orientation is considered not reached after an elapsed
time of 90 s.
3 Contact Points

4 contact Points

Modality

F+V

F⊥ +V

F+C

F⊥ +C

F+V

F⊥ +V

F+C

Mean [s]

8.64

7.07

32.90

33.41

10.03

9.64

38.11

F⊥ +C
39.47

STD [s]

5.83

4.36

30.31

29.87

6.24

5.45

25.21

27.37

TABLE II: Mean completion time and standard deviation
(STD) for each tested condition.

B. Varying Vibration Intensity (V)
Differently from the previous experiment, in this case the
intensity of the motor vibration is regulated proportionally
to the actual error in orientation. The motors reference value
is computed as in the previous experiment (Section III-A)
following (3), (4), and (5). Then, at each time t the i-th
motor PWM value is calculated as
(
70 + α(t)|mi | if |mi | > 0
mi (t) =
0
otherwise
being
α(t) =

||W RO (t)w̄ − g||
· 185
2

where W RO is the actual hand orientation with respect to
the world reference frame (ΣW ), w̄ is the virtual wrench,
and g = [0 0 1]T is the gravity acceleration expressed in
world coordinates.
As in the previous experiment, the trial ends when the error
in orientation remains under the threshold for at least 0.5 s.
Participants performed the test both modeling the grasping
with three and four contact points.
Results and discussion are reported in the Section IV.
IV. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we describe and discuss results of the proposed experimental validation. Mean and standard deviation
of the time needed by users to orient the hand are reported
in Table II. In what follows, we analyze and discuss more in
detail results and users’ experience feedback comparing the
modalities C and V. As a conclusion, results of the statistical
analysis and questionnaire answers are reported.
Constant Vibration Intensity Modality (C): In this experiment we examined the human capability in orienting the
hand following instructions given without any information
about the current error. Twelve trials were repeated using
F and F⊥ conditions, with 3 and 4 contact points. Detailed
results are reported in Table I and Table II.

Modality

MD

PD

TD

PE

EF

FR

Constant
Intensity

Mean

4.03

1.62

2.51

5.69

4.61

4.83

STD

1.82

1.08

1.54

1.06

1.79

2.78

Variable
Intensity

Mean

3.56

1.58

2.61

2.57

4.42

2.32

STD

1.96

1.23

1.43

1.60

1.37

1.78

p < 0.001
p< 0.001

80

p < 0.001

TABLE III: Mean and standard deviation (STD) for the
NASA workload questionnaire.

The outcomes of the post execution survey (Table III)
revealed that the constant vibration intensity modality is
perceived harder and more demanding compared to the
varying vibration intensity one. In case of 3 contact points,
the success rate was 85% and 86% for the F and F⊥ ,
respectively. Similar results were obtained with 4 contact
points where users failed to correctly orient the hand in total
28 times, 13 using the F-policy and 15 with the F⊥ one.
Variable Vibration Intensity Modality (V): As in the
previous case, we evaluated the task completion time as
measure of performance. Twelve trials were carried out with
F and F⊥ feedback strategies, with 3 and 4 contact points.
Detailed results are reported in Table I and Table II. Users’
evaluation a-posteriori (Table III) reveals that users prefer
the variable vibration intensity approach. Moreover, all the
participants were able to complete successfully the task,
aligning the virtual wrench with the gravity in less than 90 s.
Constant vs Variable Vibration Intensity Modality: A
comparison among the two modalities was carried out with
a statistical analysis of the data. Since this paper is focused
on discriminating the best feedback approach, data were
grouped and analyzed by feedback type (F+C, F⊥ +C, F+V,
and F⊥ +V) regardless the number of contact points.
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted
to determine whether there were statistically significant
differences between the completation time over the four
modalities. There were 7 outliers (4 in F+V, and 3 in F⊥ +V)
in the data, as assessed by inspection of a boxplot for values
greater than 1.5 box-lengths from the edge of the box. These
values were removed together with the paired ones without
affecting the dataset balancing. It is worth pointing out that
we considered outliers cases in which people do not fail the
trial, but needed considerably more time to reach the target
orientation compared to the task global average.
Data were transformed using the squareroot transformation
and passed the ShapiroWilk normality test (p > 0.05). The
assumption of sphericity was not violated, as assessed by
Mauchly’s test of sphericity, χ2 (5) = 10.56, p = 0.061.
The results of the test assessed that the feedback modality
elicited statistically significant changes in completion time,
F = 26.759, p < 0.0005. Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that the reduction of time elapsed
for orienting the hand was statistically significant. The Bonferroni correction is used to reduce the possible false positive
results when multiple pair-wise tests are performed. More in
detail, the difference between F⊥ +C and F⊥ +V was 26.34 s,

Time (s)

p < 0.001

60

40

20

0

F+V

F⊥ +V

F+C

F⊥ +C

Feedback conditions

Fig. 4: Experimental Validation results. Mean and standard deviation of the four feedback conditions are plotted.
The p-values, computed with one-way repeated measures
ANOVA, are reported above the bar charts.

while the average reduction time from F⊥ +C to F+V was
24.77 s. For what concerns F+C, we observed a difference
of 24.25 s with F⊥ +V and 25.83 s with F+V. On the other
hand, the one-way repeated measure ANOVA revealed no
statistically significant difference between F+C and F⊥ +C,
F+V and F⊥ +V. We assessed thorough the software G∗ Power
that considered values from the 8 participants are enough for
having a power of 0.80. Results are graphically depicted in
Figure 4.
Concerning the perceived workload demanded by our
guidance policies, the results of the questionnaires are reported in Table III and lead to the following conclusions.
The frustration (FR) in following the haptic suggestion was
evaluated very low for the Variable feedback (2.32 ± 1.78)
while it was higher for Constant feedback (4.83 ± 2.78). The
effort (EF) was rated equal in both cases (4.61 ± 1.79 and
4.42 ± 1.37 for C and V, respectively). Participants judge
the performance (PE) of C and V remarkably different (for
this question the lower the score the better the perception of
success). User perception is in line with numerical results. In
fact, the score (5.69 ± 1.06) is associated with a high number
of failures in orienting the hand (the average success rate
is 85%). On the other hand, participants considered close
to the perfection the accomplishment in V. The temporal
and physical demand (TD and PD) scored a low effort
demanding, whereas the mental demand (MD) was rated a bit
higher than the previous two, but we can consider 4.03±1.82
and 3.56±1.92 acceptable values, given the proprieties of
tour guiding system.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we present an innovative and effective
haptic hand guidance system. We use vibrotactile thimbles
for suggesting hand orientation, implementing a grasping

metaphor. The system has been validated with user experiments aimed to test if participants were able to orient
the hand as requested. Two different feedback strategies
have been proposed. Results, supported by the statistical
analysis, show that to give information about the actual
orientation is crucial to accomplish the task in minor time.
Beside the quantitative results, users’ opinion points out an
evident preference for this policy. As far as it concerns
the technological aspect, the use of thimble-factor devices
guarantees high portability and wearability of the system, it
reduces power consumption increasing the battery lifetime.
The main novelties that our approach introduces with respect
to the currently available solutions can be summarized as
follows: i) the hand is directly controlled displaying cues in
the most sensitive location [26]; ii) no encumbering devices
prevent the user’s hand to be free; iii) the hand orientation
is suggested independently from other body parts, increasing
the haptic guidance capability; iv) human arm singolarities
are avoided by charging the inverse kinematics computation
to the brain instead of to an algorithm; v) the approach can
be combined with any hand tracking system, like camerabased (Vicon, Optitrack, LeapMotion), inertial-based ([27],
[28]) and fabric-based (Cyberglove) devices. In conclusion,
we believe that the proposed system paved the way for
the development of more complex systems. Virtual Reality,
teleoperation, rehabilitation, and training are representative
scenarios in which this approach can be adopted. Wearable
haptic interface with different feedback modalities (pressure,
skin stretch, etc.) can be used for enriching the conveyed
information, thus having a more immersive system. Further
studies will be aimed to investigate more in detail the difference between multiple contact points strategies. Moreover,
since in this proof of concept stage we discard rotation
around the gravity axes (the z axis in this manuscript) in
future work we plan to add vibrational patterns to encode
the missing orientation cue.
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